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Between Tierra del Fuego and Antarctica



ISLA
NAVARINO



It's official since March 2019: Puerto Williams, located at Kap

Hoorn on Isla Navarino, is the southernmost city in Chile. With

its new title, the small town on the edge of the Beagle

Channel can now boost tourism and rely on government

infrastructure projects.

 

Take your customers to the new end of the world!

THE NEW END OF THE WORLD PUERTO
W

ILLIA
M

S



REASONS TO TRAVEL TO
ISLA NAVARINO

The Yaghan settled as sea
nomads along the Beagle
Channel; the canoe was their
center of life. The last survivor
of Yaghan culture, Cristina
Calderón, lives on Isla Navarino.
She is the only one who still
speaks the Yaghan language.
She wants to preserve the
culture together with her
family.

CULTURE
Your customers can explore
nature on Isla Navarino at close
range: hiking with magnifying
glasses to discover mini-
ecosystems, almost tiny forests
that the eye otherwise does not
recognize. Those ecosystems
clean and filter the water of the
island - which is why it is one of
the purest waters. On the island
one can still enjoy unspoiled
nature.

NATURE
On Isla Navarino, your
customers are close to the
Antarctic. Whereas Ushuaia is
a touristy place nowadays, you
will find deserted areas in
Puerto Williams, away from
people. Here you can explore
the wilderness and experience
real adventures - whether it
might betrekking, fishing,
horseback riding, canoeing and
many more.

ADVENTURE



ARRIVAL- 

PUNTA ARENAS

FERRY
Once a week: Thursdays outward

journey  & Saturdays return trip

(sometimes additional outward

journey Mondays)* 

About 30 to 32 hours

Cargo ship, therefore no tourist offer

(Only seats or sleeping seats, no beds

or sleeping cabins available)Speißen und

Getränke inklusive

Disadvantage: more expensive and a lot

longer than flight

Advantage: journey through beautiful

scenery with fjords, glaciers and

waterfalls

AIRPLANE
Once a day: Mondays-Saturdays*

Luggage limitation*:

10kg incl. (more bookable for a

surcharge, depending on

availability)

We offer alternatives with 20kg

incl.

About 30 minutes to 1 hour

*This information is subject to change. Contact us for current details.



ARRIVAL - 

USHUAIA

OUR RECOMMENDATION
 

If your guests arrive via Ushuaia to Puerto

Williams, they can return to Punta Arenas

by plane to avoid the long overland journey

Ushuaia - Punta Arenas.

 

If your customers wish to travel by ship to

see the stunning scenery cost-effectively

the connection Punta Arenas - Puerto

Williams is more recommendable than

Puerto Williams - Punta Arenas, so that

the most scenic route is passed during the

day.

 

 

FERRY
To Puerto Navarino: about 30 minutes

Planning additional time for border

crossing Argentina-Chile on both sides

Port fee: 120 ARS*

Max. 12 Pax*

Puerto Navarino to Puerto Williams:

54km  (34 miles) road

2-3 hours total to Puerto Williams

*This information is subject to change. Contact us for current details.



DIENTES DE
NAVARINO

IDEAL FOR TREKKING LOVERS

The southernmost trekking at the end of the world

lures with untouched nature: mountain ranges with old

forests, beautiful lagoons and unique fauna. It's hard to

spot other adventurers there, since the area is one of

the most deserted ones- a real challenge for adrenaline

junkies and a special alternative to Torres del Paine

Nationalpark.



DIENTES DE NAVARINO
TREKKING EXAMPLE

Puerto Williams- Laguna

del Salto

4-5h / 12 km (7.5 miles)

DAY 1
Laguna del Salto-

Laguna Escondida

3-4 h / 9 km (5.6 miles)

 

DAY 2
Laguna Escondida-

Laguna Martillo

3-4 h / 8km (5 miles)

DAY 3

Laguna Martillo-

Laguna los Guanacos

4-5 h / 10,5km (6.5 miles)

DAY 4
Laguna los Guanacos-

Puerto Williams

4-5 h / 14 km (8.7 miles)

DAY 5



DIENTES DE NAVARINO

We recommend

trekking between

November and March:

The temperatures are

not too freezing, thus

one will have a more

enjoyable experience

WHEN?

Dientes de Navarino are a

remote area, where you

will find 100% nature.

There are no tourist

offers & infrastructure -

one will sleep in tents,

food is prepared by

yourself

INFRASTRUCTURE?

Mountain equipment,

waterproof trekking

shoes, thermo clothing, a

sleeping bag and tent for

low temperatures (can be

rented on site)

EQUIPMENT?

The trekking route

requires a lot of

experience. At best,

your customers will be

accompanied by an

experienced guide,

who can be booked

through us

EXPERIENCE?



ACCOMODATIONS

https://lakutaia.com

LAKUTAIA LODGE

Nice hotel in a unique place with excellent food and

fantastic tours, e.g. Trekking tours, Antarctic visits, fishing

and much more. 

Also recommended for families.

https://errantecolodge.com/

ERRANTE LODGE

Nestled between mountains, rivers and the ocean, this

ecologically-oriented hotel offers excursions to unspoiled

nature.

Perfect for adventurers.



ANTARCTICA



Send your customers on an expedition into eternal ice: Flights to the

Antarctic are possible, both scheduled flights and charter flights with

Aerovías DAP.

FLIGHTS TO THE ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

The combination of air and cruise trips ensures that one simply flies by

plane over the dreaded Drake Passage on their way to Antarctica. Thus,

your customers can spend more time in the Antarctic, which is explored

by ship.

AIR-CRUISES

While being in Antarctica, your customers have the opportunity to visit

different bases of different countries, including e.g. the Great Wall

Station of China, Free Station of Chile, the Russian Bellingshausen

Station and the Artigas Station of Uruguay.

RESEARCH BASES

DISCOVER
ANTARCTICA



 

The program of Aerovías DAP is aimed at those of

your clients who want to experience the pure white

and icy continent. The sunset in one of the most

spectacular places in the world is a special highlight.

Moreover, your customers have the option to extend

the full-day excursion with an overnight stay in an

Antarctic camp, sleeping next to the breathtaking

Collins Glacier.

ANTARCTICA OVERNIGHT

https://dapairline.com/antartica-overnight/



 

Your customers travel between the southern

Shetland Islands and the west coast of the Antarctic

Peninsula. They explore different places that offer

the best possible overview of the varied Antarctic

environment. There are ice-filled fjords and

spectacular icebergs, here and there one can spot

seabirds, penguins, seals and whales. Antarctica21

offers various programs for a unique Antarctic

adventure.

CRUISE THROUGH ANTARCTICA

https://antarctica21.com/air-cruises-2019-20/2019-20-season/classic-antarctica-air-cruise/



NEW, ULTRA MODERN AND
LUXURIOUS

The newest addition to the fleet: world's first

expedition ship specially developed for air cruises in the

Antarctic; accommodates 73 passengers in seven

accommodation categories

M/V MAGELLAN
EXPLORER
https://antarctica21.com/ships-aircraft/mv-magellan-explorer/



For the 91-meter-long ship that weighs about three

thousand tons are 120 operating days scheduled with

14 cruises so far

(Duration: Between 6 and 16 days)

 

FIRST TOURISM SEASON
STARTING END OF
NOVEMBER 2019



2019, 28. FEBRUARY
Launching of the ship:
During a ceremony, the almost finished ship gets
water under the keel for the first time

M
IL

ES
TO

N
ES

2019, 10. SEPTEMBER
Sea trials begin:
Carrying out the navigation tests along the "Calle
Calle" and "Cruces" rivers

2019, 28. OCTOBER
The vessel will leave Valdivia, arriving in
Punta Arenas on November 1. 

2017, 14. JULY
First steel cutting:
As part of a small ceremony, the first steel piece
is cut & marks the beginning of production

2017, 30. AUGUST
Laying of the keel:
Marks the start of construction

2019, 08. NOVEMBER
Naming Ceremony:
in Punta Arenas at pier "Prat"

2019, 28. NOVEMBER
Departure of inaugural air-cruise:
from Punta Arenas to the Antarctic - M / V
Magellan Explorer returns to the mainland after
60 days

2019, NOVEMBER
Test journey:
Operation of three different short shakedown
cruises between Punta Arenas and Puerto Williams



ACCOMMODATION

ROOMS
Private balcony (except porthole

cabins), either one king size bed or

two twin beds, 20-40 m²

FACILITIES
Wardrobe, individually controllable

heating, seating area and private

bathroom with shower

SERVICE
Bar, gym, sauna, library, meeting room,

observation deck, internet, barbecue

area, dining room



 
 

High-end wilderness adventures
in the Falkland Islands and South
Georgia for the more adventurous
who want to explore the remote
islands:
03. Oct. - 17. Oct. 2020

FALKLAND ISLANDS
& SOUTH GEORGIA

Adventure in the wild in Ushuaia
and visit of the mythical Cape
Horn and the Falkland Islands on
three dates:
26. Sep. - 03. Oct. 2020 
17. Oct. - 24. Oct. 2020 
24. Oct. -3 1. Oct. 2020

USHUAIA,  CAPE
HORN & FALKLAND
ISLANDS

EXPEDITIONS

New exped i t i ons  i n  the  South  A t l an t i c  f o r  season  2020-21  aboa rd  the  Mage l l an  Exp l o re r

http://bit.ly/ushuaia-antarctica21http://bit.ly/southgeorgia-antarctica21



WORTH
KNOWING



IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Combine Isla

Navarino and

Antarctic tours with

the Classic Patagonia

Tour (Torres del

Paine, El Chaltén,

Carretera Austral)

ARRANGEMENTS

Starting in Punta

Arenas or Ushuaia

usually needs extra

logistics

LOGISTICS

We recommend an

early booking

BOOKING

The trips are possible in

Chilean summer, which

corresponds to the

winter months in the

Northern Hemisphere

(November - end of

February)

TRAVEL TIME

A trip to the end of

the world can be

perfectly integrated

into your Chile,

Argentina and

Patagonia travel

itineraries

PRODUCTS



PRODUCT COMBINATIONS

A day excursion to the Antarctic with Aerovías DAP is particularly

recommendable from Puerto Williams instead of Punta Arenas:

Since this program requires a 4-day timeframe due to the changing

weather conditions, it can be boring in Punta Arenas. In Puerto

Williams there are numerous excursions and a lot to see.

FULL DAY ANTARCTICA

Classic Patagonian itineraries can be combined with trips to the

Isla Navarino wonderfully. Especially for trekking enthusiasts, who

want real wilderness and real adventure, as well as enjoying the

tranquility of nature, the Isla Navarino offers a suitable alternative

with the Dientes de Navarino: Your customers are away from other

tourists and can connect with nature.

PATAGONIA
A trip to Isla Navarino is an optimal alternative if there is no

availability in the Torres del Paine National Park for the requested

period. After the stay on Isla Navarino your customers may travel

via Ushuaia or Punta Arenas to Puerto Natales, when the campsites

are available again.

TORRES DEL PAINE

For customers who have the special, but costly, desire to take

part in an Antarctic expedition, it is also a great opportunity to

combine this itinerary with a Patagonia trip. The classic

Patagonia tour ends at best in Punta Arenas, from there they can

start their Antarctic adventure as the highlight of the journey.

ANTARCTIC CRUISE



SUMMARY

We have arrived at the end of our

Tierra del Fuego & Antarctic Guide

for tour operators and travel

agencies. The information might help

you  organising  trips to the

southernmost end of the world for

your customers: a very special

experience. Of course, they give only

a small  overview - after al l ,  the

possibi l it ies are l imitless.

 

Certainly you can rely on our help as

an incoming agency: We are happy to

assist you with our many years of

experience in South America.



Logistur is a multi-destination DMC specializing in South America. We are

expanding the portfolios of our partner agencies with diverse tours in

South America - simply and directly via our own operation platform. Thus,

we add authentic and sustainable adventure tours in South America to

your product range, tailored to your wishes.

ABOUT LOGISTUR DMC

 
15 years experience

On spot in South America

Multilingual staff

Multi-Destination Tours

Sustainable

Working together directly

Own free operation platform



CONTACT
LOGISTUR DMC

info@logistur.travel

EMAIL ADDRESS

http://www.logistur.travel/

WEBSITE

https://www.cnnchile.com/pais/por-que-puerto-williams-pasara-a-ser-la-ciudad-

mas-austral-de-chile_20190215/

https://www.denomades.com/blog/dientes-de-navarino-las-proximas-torres-del-

paine/

https://www.chileestuyo.cl/dientes-navarino-trekking-mas-austral-del-mundo/

http://portal.nexnews.cl/showN?valor=cqjmz

MORE INFORMATION

Bandera 537, Santiago, Región Metropolitana,

Chile

ADDRESS

We are happy to support your agency with an individual travel

offer, tailored to the needs of your customers.

 


